Accretion of gas onto black holes is thought to power the relativistic jets of material ejected from active galactic nuclei (AGN) and the 'microquasars' located in our Galaxy [1] [2] [3] . In microquasars, superluminal radio-emitting features appear and propagate along the jet shortly after sudden decreases in the Xray fluxes 1 . This establishes a direct observational link between the black hole and the jet: the X-ray dip is probably caused by the disappearance of a section of the inner accretion disk 4 as it falls past the event horizon, while the remainder of the disk section is ejected into the jet, creating the appearance of a superluminal bright spot 5 . No such connection has hitherto been established for AGN, because of insufficient multi-frequency data. Here we report the results of three years of monitoring the X-ray and radio emission of the galaxy 3C120. As has been observed for microquasars, we find that dips in the X-ray emission are followed by ejections of bright superluminal knots in the radio jet. The mean time between X-ray dips appears to scale roughly with the mass of the black hole, although there are at present only a few data points.
We selected 3C120 (redshift z ¼ 0.033) owing to the combination of superluminal motion in its radio jet 6, 7 and its Seyfert-like X-ray properties. The X-ray energy spectrum [8] [9] [10] [11] (flux density as a function of frequency) is well fitted by a power law of slope a E ¼ 20.7 to 21, plus an iron emission line at a photon energy of 6.4 keV. The prevailing models 11 explain the X-ray emission from Seyferts in a similar manner as that from microquasars 4 : soft X-rays from the inner accretion disk plus harder X-rays from a corona of hot electrons that reprocess the disk radiation. The presence of the iron line implies that most of the X-ray flux arises from the region near the accretion disk rather than in the jet. The similarity between its X-ray emission and that of microquasars, plus the presence of superluminal motion in the radio jets of both, led us to search for a connection between X-ray events and superluminal ejections in 3C120.
We imaged the compact radio jet of 3C120 with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) roughly monthly from November 1997 to March 1999 (refs 6, 7) , and bimonthly thereafter. A description of the data analysis procedures is provided in refs 6 and 7. The sequence of images between March 1998 and April 2001 is shown in Fig. 1 . Diagonal lines indicate the trajectories of all major superluminal knots that emerged from the core during the period of our X-ray monitoring programme. Each of these is distinguished . We trace the motions to extrapolated 'ejection' times when each knot was coincident with the 'core', the bright spot on the eastern end of the jet.
We observed 3C120 in the 2.4-20-keV X-ray band from the end of 1997 to early 2000 with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). The observations were carried out weekly in 1998 and semi-weekly in 1999, except for 8-week periods when the position of 3C120 was too close to the Sun. To complete the X-ray light curve, shown in Fig. 2a , we processed archival data to add daily RXTE measurements in early 1997. To show the connection between the radio and X-ray emission, we display in Fig. 2 the dates of superluminal ejections as well as the variation with time of the X-ray spectral index a E , total flux density at three radio frequencies, and flux density of the core at 43 GHz (from the images). Each superluminal ejection (with the possible exception of event t) coincides with the onset of an increase in flux density in at least one of the radio light curves.
We designed our RXTE programme to search for X-ray dips. In order to define such events, we first divide the data into two segments: (A), early 1997; and (B), the remainder. (The MannWhitney test 12 indicates that the X-ray fluxes from the two sections are not drawn from the same distribution, with 1.5% significance.) We identify dips as intervals when >4 consecutive fluxes lie more than 1j from the mean of the relevant segment of data. We thus identify four dips in the X-ray light curve, denoted in red in Fig. 2a , b. The Shapiro-Wilk 13 test shows that the distribution of fluxes from segment B is consistent with a gaussian distribution. However, this is not the case for segment A unless the outliers (the first dip and the apparent flare near the start of 1997) are removed. In order to test the statistical significance of an observed event consisting of n flux measurements in a data set containing N values, we calculate the probability P(n,N,F d ) that n consecutive fluxes would fall below a level F d by random chance, where F d is the highest point in each dip. We determine the probability p(F < F d ) from the best-fit gaussian curve for segment B and by rank-order (the ith lowest flux out of 52 data points has p ¼ i/52) for segment A. A recursion formula 14 gives P(n,
25 for the four events. Each event is therefore only very rarely expected to occur by random chance. The significance of each dip is further supported by flattening of the X-ray spectrum (see Fig. 2b ), as occurs also in the case of the microquasar GRS 1915þ105 (ref. 15) .
It is apparent from Fig. 2 that each X-ray dip is followed shortly by the appearance of a superluminal knot at the site of the radio core. The latter occurred at the following epochs, obtained by a straight line fit to the separation-from-core versus time dependence for each knot: 1997.25^0.04, 1998.08^0.03, 1999.27^0.03, and 1999.70^0.02. To estimate the probability that the X-ray dips and superluminal ejections are associated by random chance, we consider that there are about two years of X-ray data and a ,0.2-yr window within which we would consider the events to be related. The probability of any single radio event occurring randomly less than 0.2 yr after a particular X-ray event is thus about 0.1. There are four events of each type, so the probability of all four radio and Xray events being close in time by chance is thus about 4!(0.1) 4 < 0.2%. We therefore reject the null hypothesis. The mean time delay between the minimum in the X-ray flux and the time of ejection is 0.10^0.03 yr. At a typical superluminal apparent speed of 4.7c, a knot moves a distance of 0.14 parsecs (pc) in 0.10 yr, projected on the plane of the sky. If we adopt an angle of the jet to the line of sight of 208 (the maximum allowed given the apparent velocity 6 ; this minimizes the de-projected distance), the actual distance travelled is 0.41 pc. However, it may be the case that the jet starts as a broad wind that accelerates and becomes increasingly focused until it reaches the radio core [16] [17] [18] , in which case we calculate that a correction factor of around 0.8 must be applied. We therefore derive a minimum distance of 0.3 pc from the X-ray source to the core of the radio jet. This corresponds to a projected angular displacement of 0.16 milliarcseconds (mas) eastward of the core in the images of Fig. 1 . We note that the core of the radio jet is not coincident with the black hole, as has been assumed 18 in the case of the radio galaxy M87. Rather, it might be where the jet flow reaches its asymptotic relativistic velocity 16 or the site of standing shocks that accelerate electrons to ultrahigh energies 5, 19 . This result implies that the jet might be essentially invisible between its site of origin near the black hole 3 and the radio core far downstream where its plasma is re-energized.
The correlated X-ray and radio behaviour of 3C120 is similar to that of the microquasar GRS1915þ105: X-ray dips during which the spectrum hardens, each followed by the ejection of a bright superluminal radio knot. This phenomenon has been interpreted 1, 4 as resulting from an instability in the accreting flow causing a piece of the inner disk to break off. Part of this matter is drawn into the event horizon of the black hole but with considerable matter and energy ejected down the jet. The loss of some of the inner disk causes a drop in the soft X-ray flux, which is observed as a dip plus hardening of the spectrum. The hard X-ray flux, presumably the product of Figure 2 Time dependence of the X-ray and radio emission of 3C120. a, X-ray light curve in photon counts per second per detector; for many data points, the error bars are smaller than the symbols. For each observation, we determined the X-ray flux in photon counts per second over the energy range 2.4 to 20 keV by subtracting an X-ray background model (supplied by the RXTE Guest Observer Facility) from the raw spectrum, using the standard X-ray data analysis software package FTOOLS. We fitted the photon spectrum (observed flux F obs versus energy E ) with a model consisting of a power-law intrinsic spectrum, F / E 2a , plus photoelectric absorption along the line of sight (the latter is not very important at these energies) using the program XSPEC. Red data points correspond to events that we identify as dips (in a and b), and the green dotted lines delineate^1j of the mean of each segment of data. Times of ejections of superluminal radio knots are indicated by upward blue arrows, with the horizontal crossbar giving the uncertainty and the labels l, o, t and u corresponding to the features marked in Fig. 1 . b, X-ray 'energy' spectral index a E , where 2a E ¼ a 2 1 is the exponent of the power-law dependence of flux density on frequency. c, Radio light curves at 14.5 GHz (green triangles) (University of Michigan Radio Astronomy Observatory); 22 GHz (red circles) and 37 GHz (blue circles) (Metsä hovi Radio Observatory); and 43 GHz (core only, black squares) (VLBA). Ref. 6 and this work.
Compton scattering-for example, in a corona above the disk 1,4,11 -is not affected as much. According to this picture, the time delay between the X-ray dip and the appearance of the superluminal knot corresponds to the travel time of the disturbance from the inner accretion disk to the core of the radio jet.
Another property shared by 3C120 and GRS1915þ105 is the bulk velocity of the jet needed to explain the apparent superluminal motion: 0.98c in each case (Lorentz factor < 5) 6, 20 . The one-sided observed jet in 3C120 contrasts with the two oppositely directed jets in the microquasar. This can readily be explained as a consequence of the stronger relativistic beaming of the approaching jet in 3C120, because the angle between the jet and the line of sight is smaller (,208 compared with 668 in GRS1915þ105) 6, 20 . The radio galaxy 3C120 is therefore similar to a scaled-up version of a microquasar. It may be possible to adapt models for the closer microquasars-whose accretion processes are better studied owing to higher and more rapidly variable X-ray fluxes-to their distant AGN cousins. We expect the scaling factor to be proportional to the radius of the innermost orbit around the black hole 3 , which ranges from 3R S for a static black hole to 0.5R S for the maximally rotating case 21 . Here, R S / M is the Schwarzschild radius, with the mass of the black hole M ¼ 1.6-5.1 £ 10 7 solar masses in 3C120 (ref. 22 ) and 10-14 solar masses in GRS1915þ105 (ref.
2). The distance of the core of the radio jet to the black hole is about 7 £ 10 4 times higher in 3C120 than in GRS1915þ105 (ref. 20) , whereas the time interval between X-ray dips is about 5 £ 10 5 times longer (0.5-1.2 yr for 3C120 versus 25-100 s for the microquasar 4 ). These values are, respectively, 20-70 and 2-10 times lower than the ratio of black hole masses. The factor of 2-10 is small compared to the uncertainties in our theoretical understanding of how the time between events relates to the physical parameters of the accretion disk. The greater discrepancy in the ratio of length scales implies that the conditions governing formation of the radio core-perhaps the pressure of the external medium or the magnetic field in the jet-are different in the two objects.
A
The properties of an interacting electron system depend on the electron correlations and the effective dimensionality. For example, Coulomb repulsion between electrons may inhibit, or completely block, conduction by intersite electron hopping, thereby determining whether a material is a metal or an insulator 1 . Furthermore, correlation effects increase as the number of effective dimensions decreases; in three-dimensional systems, the low-energy electronic states behave as quasiparticles, whereas in one-dimensional systems, even weak interactions break the quasiparticles into collective excitations 2 . Dimensionality is particularly important for exotic low-dimensional materials where one-or two-dimensional building blocks are loosely connected into a three-dimensional whole. Here we examine two such layered metallic systems with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and electronic transport measurements, and we find a crossover in the number of effective dimensions-from two to three-with decreasing temperature. This is apparent from the observation that, in the direction perpendicular to the layers, the materials have an insulating character at high temperatures but become metal-like at low temperatures, whereas transport within the layers remains metallic over the whole temperature range. We propose that this change in effective dimensionality correlates with the presence of coherent quasiparticles within the layers.
Crossover in interlayer transport has been detected in layered metals such as Sr 2 5, 6 . The layers appear 'isolated' at high temperatures, but become connected at low
